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“The determinant of authentic leadership is

not human talent or position, but availabil-

ity to the Divine.”

Quaker Leadership Workshop

The theme of leadership emerges in this issue of

Friends Bulletin. Paul Niebanck reports on a Quaker

Leadership workshop held at Pendle Hill in July.

David Munro counsels in “Guns vs. What?” that

United States political leadership, having become

even more militaristic, should be replaced. Paul

Johnson in his review of Mike Yarrow’s book,

Quaker Experiences in International Conciliation,

discusses Quaker styles in peacemaking leadership.

And in the conclusion to Ellie Foster’s paper on

“Quaker Contemplation,” we observe examples of

that “true leadership [which] consists, first and

foremost, in being led.”

In the context and meaning of the Quaker Lea-

dership workshop, we are all called to be leaders in

our availability to the Divine.

Shirley Ruth

Letter

Editor,

This is to bring to your notice the little effort we
are making for practical peace in Nigeria. Informa-

tion series No. 1 ,
which is enclosed, introduces us

to the attention of other Friends. After our regis-

tration, we shall need technical help from peace

lovers. In the immediate future, we are arranging

to set up a peace research library. We will appre-

ciate gifts of books on Peace and Non-violence from

Friends of Pacific Yearly meeting and from other

Friends in America. Please bring this to their atten-

tion through Friends Bulletin.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Somayina Nwoke
(Chief Crusader)

National Peace Foundation of Nigeria [RT]

Foundation, Village

Idumuje-Ugboko,

Via Issele-Uku

Bendel State

Nigeria
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Quaker Leadership

Paul Niebanck

Santa Cruz Meeting

Dictionaries typically define “leaders” as those

who go ahead, who act as a guiding force, those

who command. “Leadership” is generally asso-

ciated with authority or control, and the presence

of followers is implied as a condition to the exis-

tence of leaders.

There are no Quaker dictionaries, but at Pendle

Hill in July, a group of Friends turned the usual

definitions of “leader” and “leadership” upside

down. Paraphrasing from the group’s preliminary

report:

-True leadership consists, first and foremost, in

being led.

-We seek to influence the workings of the world,

but we do not ourselves seek the power of the

world.

-Service, not dominance, is the true motif for

leadership.

-The determinant of authentic leadership is not

human talent or position, but availability to

the Divine.

-The sense of divine leading may be mediated to

the individual, in some measure, by the group.

-Friends come under a special obligation to sub-

mit patiently to the chastisings and purifyings

of the group, for the sake of Truth.

Feeling the weight of the times, and the paucity

of leadership in the society, Tom Brown and an

informal committee of concerned Friends arranged

the Pendle Hill workshop, in the hope that it would

help to renew the Quaker vision and reveal ways in

which Quakers might make our witness more strong-

ly and effectively felt in the world. Thirty-five per-

sons took part, and the Spirit was active amongst

us. Previously unconsidered opinions were tested;

contradictions between our faith and our practice

were revealed; and we discovered a reservoir of

experience and inspiration upon which to draw.

Several matters concerning Quaker leadership

seemed especially important to us as the work-

shop’s conclusion drew near. One of these has to

do with recognizing the leadership gifts of indivi-

dual Friends. We were reminded that by failing to

liberate and support these gifts, we create the con-

ditions of failure for the whole. Indeed, we must
consciously look for gifts in each other, and nur-

ture their exercise. Much was said during the work-

shop about our attitudes towards Friends who have

gifts of ministry, and about our responsibility to

provide young Friends with apprenticeship oppor-

tunities.

Complementing the emphasis on the recognition

of leadership gifts, was a fresh awareness of the value

of Quaker clearness processes. Over-reacting to the

harsh eldering of an earlier period, we often neglect

our corporate duty to guide individual expressions

and to call them to account. Members of the work-

shop were united in our wish to make more frequent

and intensive use of clearness committees, in the

knowledge that the Truth will emerge when Friends

meet faithfully to wait.

Certain practices that offer hope of enhancing the

quality of Quaker leadership were felt insistently at

the workshop. The “traveling ministry” is one of

these. The spiritual experience, it was said, is inher-

ently centrifugal, and ought to be shared. The tra-

dition of “family sitting” was also suggested for

widespread use, as were other practices that allow

us to “come home to the intimacy of God among
Friends.” There children as well as adults can know
more fully the source of renewal. Still other recom-

mendations were made, concerning financial steward-

ship, communication among Friends, emergency

assistance, the uses of conflict, and other subjects

related to the general topic. A statement describing

the workshop’s considerations will be made available

during the next month or two. In each of the sug-

gestions is an implicit reference to the Monthly Meet-

ing as the proper origin of Quaker leadership and the

place to which all major concerns must ultimately

find their way.

The probings at Pendle Hill revealed messages of

potential value to all of us, whether within or with-

out one of the “Quaker institutions.” Their speci-

fic usefulness will depend on the specific circum-

stances, of course. But the deeper message is uni-

versal and unavoidable. It is that our witness is to

the presence of God in everyone. Our task is to

recognize that presence, nurture it, and call it into

service. This might be called the essential task of

Quaker leadership.
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Pacific Yearly Meeting

Wilma Gurney

Westwood Meeting

The 33rd Pacific Yearly Meeting renewed its asso-

ciation at Chico, California, August 6-1 1 ,
1979.

Thoughts were given to us that gained depth as the

worship and work of Yearly Meeting began. It was

a time to be aware of personal development while

observing ourselves as a community. Our center

would be worship while responding to the needs of

business. Strengthening our spiritual lives during

PYM could send us home recognizing we are The

Religious Society of Friends.

“Leap forward into our past” evolved as a theme.

What seemed to be innovations reflected experi-

ences from our Quaker past. A Silent Retreat of

2Vi hours was scheduled through lunch at mid-week.

Many concerns had to be reconciled for those want-

ing silence and those wishing otherwise. Areas for

both were designated, even though knowing silence

comes from within. Time after the Plenary Roll

Call session and before the final Meeting for Wor-

ship was given to Sharing and Concerns. In early

days, Quakers gained strength from gathered meet-

ings, the better able to work through adversities.

Social Order presented a way of responding to con-

cerns. Action resulted in approving a special fund

to which a Monthly Meeting, having labored together

in good order, may request assistance so an indivi-

dual or Meeting can attend to the concern. This

minute was not approved easily, but we knew from
our past that gifts from among us release Friends

to use their gifts. One plenary Session met and
then became three discussion groups centering on
Unity, Business, and Advices and Queries. These

discussions were timely. The Discipline Committee
is responsible for gaining a sense of these areas, as

well as others, for revision of Faith and Practice is

due in 1982. Through PYM’s willingness to experi-

ment we felt something of the searching that occured

in the years that brought forth The Religious Society

of Friends.

Almost 500 young and old registered for PYM,
representing fifty Monthly Meetings and Worship

Groups. At least five other Yearly Meeting repre-

sentatives shared in our worship. On the grounds,

campers became a community through pot lucks

and general sharing of responsibility. Our very

young benefited by “Moonlight Child Care” so

their parents could share in evening sessions. It

took a host of volunteers to meet PYM’s spectrum

of ages. Meetings for Worship, sharing thoughts,

spinning cotton, crafty arts, walks, music, games,

swimming and more, provided interests for all age

groups. Junior and Young Friends often came to

Plenary Sessions and worship and yet shared in

their own concerns and fun. How good it was to

hear their words in the Epistle, “The best part of

PYM is people. You are our family.”

Awareness of threats to peace permeated our

time together. PYM meets each year during the

anniversary of the Hiroshima-Nagasaki atom bomb-

ings. We were asked, “Where is the peace movement
and where do Friends fit in? Where is our Peace

Testimony when praying for peace, we pay for war?”

At least fifteen of the more than fifty interest groups

sought effective ways of engaging ourselves and

others in peacemaking. Conscription, War Tax,

SALT II and Nuclear Moratorium provided oppor-

tunities for active dedication.

Ministry and Oversight gave us a look at where we
are in our Monthly Meetings. In this year’s State

of Meeting Reports a sense of vitality was apparent.

Difficulties were acknowledged. First Day Schools

looked for ways to help our children understand

what being a Friend should mean. Concern for

right use of money was expressed frequently in this

year’s reports. Recognition of need to bring more
understanding of the Religious Society of Friends

to Monthly Meetings became clear. Many instances

of sharing and caring revealed individual and Meeting

needs. Stewardship gained meaning. We listened,

remembering God said, “I will choose my vessel.”

We were asked to respond, “Let us choose to be

chosen.” We were also asked to look to our

“unused” lives.

Only a few moments of Pacific Yearly Meeting

can be conveyed. Our last evening of Family Fun

touched us in a variety of ways. Remembering

songs and games of our past brought us together in

joy and promise. Snow Mountain’s song put it

together for many of us. She sang “Loaves and

fishes, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,” ending

with the line, “More than hunger was satisfied

today.” Hopefully we helped each other leap for-

ward while being nourished by our spiritual roots.
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Clarke Dixon-Moses and John Ullman PYM -FCL Letterwriting

Simple Living Meal - Catherine Jolly and Friends -PYM

Young Friend and Alan Strain - PYM
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Memorial Minute
Pacific Yearly Meeting

We are surrounded by a host of witnesses.

Claremont

Kathryn (Maxwell) Cox Hayes

Loyd John McCracken

Delta

Mary Alma Page

Hayward Area

John Moyer

Honolulu

Glafira Ossiposs

La Jolla

Alfred Roberts

John Stephenson IV

Monterey

Alice Longaker

Lester Rountree

Palo Alto

Paul Brink

Josephine Whitney Duveneck

Megan Kulsar

John Smathers

Frances Hall Smith

Joanne Hunnicut Strain

Orange Grove

Elizabeth Armstrong

Henry Glass

Beach Langston

Etta Vogel

Palomar

Ashton Bryan Jones

Riverside

Roger K. Olson

Santa Barbara

Carolyn Threlkeld

Santa Cruz

Isabel Oswald

Santa Monica

Jan Gellerman

Beverely Thiermann

Westwood
Dorothy Schutzenberger

“They that love beyond the World cannot be separated by it. Death cannot kill what never dies.”

—William Penn

Summary of Minutes of the North Pacific

Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends, 1979

The Seventh Annual Session of North Pacific

Yearly Meeting convened at 6:50 P.M., July 19th,

1979, at St. Martin’s College, Lacey, Washington.

Friends responded to the roll call of Monthly
and Preparative Meetings and Worship Groups as

follows:

Monthly Meetings: China Ridge, Corvallis, Eastside,

Eugene, Multnomah, Olympia,

Salem and University.

Preparative Meetings: Mid-Columbia, Pullman-

Moscow, Yakima.
Worship Groups: Bellingham, Rogue Valley, San

Juan and Umpqua Valley.

The clerk introduced our Friend in Residence,

John Yungblut, who spoke on the topic: “Jesus

and the Evolving Christ Myth.”
He told us, “I’ve looked forward to this oppor-

tunity to share my theological convictions with

you.” Friends are sometimes asked, “Why don’t

you preach what you practice?” We may shy from
the word theology, but one cannot share his convic-

tions without theology.

A Rembrandt portrait of Jesus serves as a sort of

icon for John.

His definition of a myth is not that of a legend or

poetic fiction. It is a fabulous narrative about an

event in an early period of the history of a people

by which they have come to know themselves, their

God and the rest of the world.

The Christ myth, or truth, has always had a life

of its own. In trying to understand it one must

deal with the question “Who do you say that I

am?” Several hundred years before Jesus lived

there was a messiah myth which spoke to the col-

lective unconscious. Israel had reached a political

unity and a new monotheism; then the Jewish peo-

ple were scattered. Out of this harrowing experi-

ence rose the messiah myth. Myths have a need to

evolve. If they aren’t allowed to do so they become

extinct. They must adapt to the changing psychology

of the people. There were several variations of the

myth which developed. The messiah would be a

Son of David, bringing political restoration — a sort

of war lord, or he would be a Son of God and man.

As they reached for understanding of what kind of

man God would be, the answer seemed to be a man
of sorrow and suffering.
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Immediately after Jesus’s death and resurrection

the disciples began to identify Him with all the

streams of thought and to add others, Greek and

Jewish thought, the Logos. Also possibly something

from the eastern religions. Later, the church fathers

decided to freeze the Christ myth for all time. But

you can’t freeze a myth. It continues to energize,

constellate a people.

Carl Jung said many mid-life and older people who
came to him for counseling had “lost their myth”.

The religious instinct alone is comprehensive enough

to bind all of life into one bundle. Our speaker

found his insights evolving from evolution and depth

psychology needed to be integrated. He wanted

something dependable that was universal. Rufus

Jones pointed him toward a study of the great mys-

tics, saying mysticism is the common language of

communication.

John needed to believe in a fully human Christ.

This historic figure became for him a teacher and

guide. What Jesus was so intoxicated with was the

experience of falling forward into a new environ-

ment, a daily living in the Kingdom, the practice of

the presence of God.

There was something more than human in Him,

a divine element. How shall we understand that

something more? Was it merely a matter of degree?

Teillard de Chardin, anthropologist and mystic,

had to accommodate to an old perspective with a

new cosmology. He discovered this is not a static

but a dynamic universe, a continuing creation. Not

a dichotomy between matter and spirit, but one

world. He believed matter is the only chalice that

can hold the wine of spirit.

He added enormously to the Darwinian perspec-

tive. There is an unbroken continuity from the sim-

plest form to the most complex. There had always

been a “within” in matter — a pull toward higher

forms of union and consciousness. He articulated

a law of complexity consciousness, supported by a

recurring mystical experience of God’s presence in

everything.

This gives us a new way to assimilate our inherited

Christ myth. What is the next step in the evolving

complexity of consciousness? Is it an emerging

mystical consciousness?

Chardin’s insight reveals a Christ presence from

the dawn of creation. Consciousness became self-

conscious for the first time in the evolving human.

John Yungblut encouraged us to become familiar

with the words of Loren Eisley with his mystical

literature which declares that we are related to every

creature on the tree of life.

Chardin said evolution develops not only ever

higher forms of consciousness but ever higher forms

of loving or amorization. Something is still within

the human being that wants out. Is it the new crea-

ture?

Jesus discovered and articulated the laws of the

kingdom of God. A revised statement of John 3:16

reads something like “God so loved the world that

He implanted deeply and darkly in all matter the

seed that would blossom into the Christ light in all

things.”

Jung defended and advocated a profound religion

as central to life. He demonstrated that race con-

sciousness descends to subhuman levels, but also

rises to god-man, the archetypal human. Jung taught

that the “persona” image is always supported,

rounded out, by shadow image. Was the “devil”

tempting Jesus in the desert his subconscious shadow?

The myth of the psyche developed by Jung posits

pursuit of individuation. We must fuse opposites

to create a wholeness. Jesus was the paradigm of

the self-in-whileness. Animus and anima were bea-

utifully and completely blended in him.

We do a great disservice to talk about the imita-

tion of Jesus. We should become as he was, fully

individuated. Christ can be distinguished from

Jesus, but the most complete revelation of the

Christ was Jesus.

Jung felt we should speak of the quaternity rather

than the trinity.

Unless you are continually trying to disarm the

demonic, the shadow within, you face risks in work-

ing toward perfectionism.

Is the discipline of adoration the growing edge of

spiritual development? Is this the avenue through

which we reach mystical maturity?

Friends had an opportunity for comments and

questions after John finished speaking. In conclu-

sion our voices lifted together in Whittier’s prayer,

Drop thy still dews of quietness

Till all our strivings cease.

Take from our souls the strain and stress

And let our ordered lives confess

The beauty of thy peace.

Corvallis Friends have become more aware that

there is a wide diversity of spiritual beginnings

among them. In Meetings for Business they have

discovered basic differences which are not resolved.

In the wider community they have sought alterna-

tives to the military draft. Have sought ways to live

in tune with the Light.

(Continued on page 28)
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Mary Jarvi, Corvallis Meeting, and Young Friends - NPYM

(Minutes ofNPYM: cont. from page 27)

Eastside Friends have known a deepening of fellow-

ship shared by new members and attenders. The
Ministry and Oversight committee has been develop-

ing new ways of meeting special needs of Friends.

There have been one birth, three marriages and one
death within the Meeting family. A member has

“done time” as part of the Trident protest. An
alternative school has used the Meeting house.

Remodelling the Meeting house to accommodate
handicapped persons has required adapting various

architectural concepts.

University Meeting has known a year of spiritual

growth. Three midweek worship groups meet at

different times to fit the schedules of attenders.

Five weddings have been conducted under the care

of the Meeting, as well as some outside. They have
held a series of lectures in the Friends’ center titled

“The Last Lecture” focused on the theme, “What
would you say if you had the last word?” Several

members have traveled widely, including India and
Europe. Floyd Schmoe told Friends he would wor-
ship at Jordan Meeting in England while we are

gathered at St. Martins.

Olympia Meeting became a Monthly Meeting this

year. There were two weddings and two births

among their members. Several new members have

been added. Two Quaker dialogues were scheduled

during the year. They co-sponsored a peace vigil.

Two arrests took place in connection with Trident

protests. Theirs is largely a transient population but

there is a steady core group which is getting stronger.

They have experienced concern for their children.

Everett Worship Group Friends strengthened their

sense of fellowship through meeting in homes.

Special appreciation was expressed for the efforts

of one Friend who has given valuable service to the

life of the group.

Umpqua Valley Friends have a core group of eight

families. The group has taken three significant steps

during the year. 1) They were recognized as a Wor-

ship Group under Eugene Monthly Meeting. 2) They
are now meeting twice each month. 3) They are just

beginning to make decisions as a Meeting. Setting

up discussion groups is the first step.

San Juan Island Friends have just reached their

first anniversary. They are now meeting every Sun-
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day. A stable group is growing, becoming a group

in spirit as well as body. Have held a series of Qua-

ker dialogues. One marriage was solemnized during

a Sunday Worship. Their first meeting for business

was held in June, and are planned as a monthly

event now. Friends there are considering child care

plans or a First Day School. They are planning to

study the history of Friends and searching for ways

to deepen their spiritual experience.

Pullman-Moscow Preparative Meeting is a small

meeting straddling a state boundary, and under the

care of Eastside Meeting. They are searching for

ways to become part of the wider world of Friends.

The group was asked to have care over a wedding

which they were unable to do, but it provided a

learning experience. They have responsibility for

Quarterly Meeting in October. This looms as a big

event in the life of the Meeting.

Eugene continues to be a typical University Meet-

ing, which makes a unified Meeting difficult, but

rewarding. Family hikes, after Meeting, monthly

Friday night suppers in Friends homes are some

ways used to deepen our fellowship. Four children

have been added to the Meeting family by adoption.

There was one death.

Rogue Valley Friends have experienced this as the

year of the child, and this special emphasis grew out

of enthusiasm developed through attendance at

Yearly Meeting in 1978. An important part of their

spiritual life is the summer retreat. They have out-

grown most homes in the winter months. Two out

of three County Commissioners now belonging to

our group has raised the question of press attendance

at Meetings. Should they recruit a member of the

local press to care for this requirement where a

majority of any public body holds meetings, they

ask themselves. They have been studying Friends

for 300 Years by Howard Brinton. Meet every other

Sunday.

Bellingham Worship Group meets every week in

winter, every other week in summer. They have

provided times for Bible study and discussion

groups. Our concern for child care and religious

education has not been resolved. We have the pro-

blem of teaching a few children in a wide age range.

There is a loving core group of members and the

Worship Group is under the care of University

Meeting.

Multnomah Meeting has a continuing family orien-

tation. Children join in the worship at the end of

the Meeting. Individual adults take Sunday School

responsibility for three months at a time. Many

births, one marriage have occurred during the year.

Margaret Gibbons brought inspiration to our Meet-

ing. Inexperienced younger Meeting workers are

learning and gaining confidence. Care of Mid-

Columbia Preparative Meeting and Mountain View
Worship Group has been a source of life and power

to our Meeting.

Yakima Friends are seeking to understand their

state of growth. They have become a Preparative

Meeting under University Meeting and are looking

forward to continued growth.

Mountain View Worship Group is in the Hood
River, Dalles, Maupin area. It is now one year old.

Attenders represent a rich variety of social involve-

ment. They hold a once-monthly gathering follow-

ed by a potluck meal. The need for visiting minis-

try is very real.

Mid-Columbia Preparative Meeting is grateful to

Multnomah Friends for their care. Fortnightly

meetings are held. The core group has experienced

a sense of the deepening of the spirit. Individuals

are developing a sense of continuity in relationship

to the group. Traveling Friends are invited to meet

with them, the first Sunday every month in the

Kennewick, Pasco, and Richmond areas. Hermiston

and Pendleton also are represented among the atten-

ders. They probably will meet weekly, come Sep-

tember. Their Meeting schedule is included in the

Multnomah newsletter.

Salem Friends are widely scattered, some as much
as seventy miles apart. New and returned Friends

have added to the vitality of the group. They sched-

ule regular meditation and study groups. Their news-

letter has been revived. Meetings held in homes dur-

ing the summer months add to the closeness of the

group.

The Registrar’s report revealed her loving interest

in the Yearly Meeting family. She told us that up

to midnight Friday there were 273 persons registered,

including 209 adults, 21 young Friends and 43

children.

Montana Friends report was given by Bob Baird

from correspondence he has received. Missoula

Friends do not meet in summer, would like winter

visitors. There is a Meeting in Helena and one in

Billings, possibly also in Bozeman.

Fairbanks
,
Alaska has an active Friends group.

The one in Anchorage has become more active.

Altogether there are 12 Meetings in Alaska, and all

welcome visitors.

After a break and several announcements the Meet-

(Continued on page 30)
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(Minutes of NPYM: cont. from page 29)

ing was opened for a Threshing session around the

question of Preparative Meeting and Worship Group

representation on the Yearly Meeting Steering Com-
mittee. Friends were asked to speak to these ques-

tions. What is the relationship of Preparative Meet-

ings to Monthly Meetings and Yearly Meeting? What

are the distinctions among these groups? What is

the relationship of Monthly Meetings to the decision

making process of the Steering Committee? (See

full minutes for discussion.)

Unseen musicians filled the air with sweet strains

of violin and cello playing hymns and classical music

as Friends gathered for our final worship together.

Appreciation was expressed for the work of the

recording clerk. The Meeting approved endorsing

Margaret Jump’s travel minute.

Paul Davis read from a letter addressed to this

Meeting by Rosemary Elliott, a South African

Friend who met with us one year ago.

Sally Bryan read the 1979 North Pacific Meeting

epistle to Friends everywhere. Friends approved

the epistle as presented and expressed gratitude to

Sally for the skill and sensitivity which went into

its preparation.

As the worship deepened we were enjoined to pray

without ceasing.

Another Friend has been feeling small commit-

ment toward her Meeting after an absence, but

learned at Yearly Meeting that in accepting respon-

sibility she gained renewal of commitment.
The desire of early Friends above all was to be

disciples skilled in living in the light. May we be

blessed with what we need in our encounters with

the darkness and light in this world.

It’s not so much the things we are sure of that

brings or holds us together, as the possibility that

we may find something of value together. Let us

explore the message of unfoldment rather than

clinging to our certainties of wrong and right.

“And a little child shall lead them”. Let us listen

and look at the children, at their joy in this life,

and we will learn.

Here at Yearly Meeting this week a little girl found

and rode an elevator to the third floor monastery.

When the father who discovered her asked, “Little

girl, what are you doing here?”, she answered,

“Looking for God.” The spirit is living in us, not

somewhere way out in the sky.

The Meeting adjourned to gather again at St.

Martin’s July 17-20, 1980, as way opens.

Paul Davis, Clerk

Lois Barton, Recording Clerk
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Gene Uphoff, Multnomah Meeting - NPYM,
Family Night

Harold Carson and Friend - NPYM
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Guns vs What?

D avid Alan Munro
Orange County Meeting

The argument over the budget in Washington,

with opportunist input from California’s Gov.

Brown, missed the point entirely. It is not guns

vs. butter once again. It is not true that we have

no better arguments against the armaments
spree than that services to the sick, the poor and

the cities should not be cut, and no better advo-

cates than the welfare lobby. The question is so

serious that I am tempted to think President

Carter dragged in these piddling cuts, all of them
probably due to be rescinded, only to demon-
strate to his new clientele that he is wholly their

man. The question is guns vs. our future, guns

vs. our lives. For the guns we buy we put in the

hands of men with romantic delusions, unstable

enough to leap out of Pentagon windows, foolish

enough to spread terror and insecurity among
their own population to achieve “security,” and
childish enough to be untrustworthy with deadly

weapons. The weapons research we order is a con-

taminating flood of dollars into our universities on

such a scale and flowing through so many pipelines

that no island of academic freedom can remain

untarnished. Even our free press, which ante-

dates our free country but which is advertising-

supported, cannot long remain independent of so

much prejudicial money. This is to say that what is

presented as a shift in budgetary emphasis becomes
a shift in government - from what we have had to

something else.

We have already moved forward in shifting our

intellectual emphasis. Where peaceful American

technology was once the envy of the world -- the

sailing vessels, railroads, farm implements, auto-

mobiles, television, computers -- we have lost our

leadership in one after another of these fields.

Perhaps I should say we have “spent” our leader-

ship. For at least a generation we have diverted the

best and brightest of our new minds away from
making things for people and into weaponry. And
there, we excel.

What does this mean? It means that we have a

trump card up our sleeve. It means that when the

Japanese beat us too badly in the world commer-
cial market, however legitimately, we can suddenly

change the rules to an atomic game, and show them
who’s boss. It means that if the Arabs squeeze too

hard, also legitimately, we can change those rules,

too, and get their oil at our price.

Smart congressmen have long since taken their

cue from the late Mendell Rivers of the House
Armed Services Committee. His “Rivers delivers”

was posted everywhere in his district for each

campaign. Now little defense plants spring up all

over as even very dull congressmen learn to

“deliver.” Collectively this creates the national

military-budget crisis; no one congressman can

reverse the process. Only our elected national

officer, our President, can do that. And our

present President has clearly signaled to those of

us in the literate middle class who put him into

office that he has no intention of interrupting this

deadly drift.

I submit that the time is therefore ripe for an

attack on Carters militarist
, and for his replace-

ment with a non-militarist in 1980 -- perhaps our

last open election.

Found: Articles Left at PYM
Ernie Von Seggern

Grass Valley Meeting

Following is a list of items left at Chico:

1 Westclox Electric Clock

1 Leather Backgammon Set

1 Black heavy coat with hood & rope fasteners

1 Green waterproof poncho

1 Tape cassette — Baroque Concert

1 Screwdriver

1 Booklet: 7 pieces for piano by John Fitz

Numerous towels and bits of clothing

MISSING: Jim Estes’ bifocals

Since Miriam and I will be leaving for Pendle Hill

September 4, inquiries should be directed to

Charles Swift (916) 272-2017.

Quaker Lesbian Conference

Margarett Jolly

San Francisco Meeting

Quaker Lesbian Conference dates are November

2-4, 1979. The conference is open to lesbians or

women moving towards a lesbian lifestyle who are

Friends or familiar with Friends. It will be held at

Ben Lomond Quaker Center. For more information

contact Margarett Jolly at 2160 Lake Street, San

Francisco, CA 94121. (415) 752-7766 (days).
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Book Review

Quaker Experience in International Conciliation

by C.H. Mike Yarrow. Yale University Press, New
Haven and London.

300 pp. $10.00

by Paul Johnson

Orange Grove Meeting

Here is a tale of high drama, the ebb and flow of

free minds under pressure searching for solutions

to deadly problems. Quaker attitudes and skills

born and honed in Quaker Meetings for Worship

and Business launch missions of conciliation to

large international conflicts. They are evidence of

the power of God working His Way through the

hearts and wills of men.

Specifically, we read of three great conflicts in

which Quakers closely related to American Friends

Service Committee and Friends Service Council

(British) sought to be conciliators. The details are

in chapters titled “Quaker Work between the Two
Germanies,” “The Indo-Pakistan War of 1965,” and

“The Nigerian Civil War of 1967-70.”

We are told not only who did what but also about

attitudes and how they changed. Always the belli-

gerents believed that right and justice were on their

side. Suspicions and rumor were widespread and

often the entire conciliation mission was threatened

because of some trivial thing like a map published

10,000 miles away. Each chapter closes with an

evaluation of the forces, successes and failures of

the mission. A review can not do justice to the

thrilling accounts of these specific events.

Even more than an in-depth story of gripping

action the book reveals traditional Quaker

approaches to peacemaking through conciliation.

Indeed, Mike was spurred to write this book in

order to illustrate these approaches and to make a

contribution to Peace Research.

It appears there are three parts involved in suc-

cessful Quaker conciliation:

1

)

Bone Fides. Do the conciliators and their

supporting groups command the confidence and
have the reputations which make them acceptable

as conciliators? One can’t just walk up to an active

battle and announce, “You lucky people. Your
friendly conciliator has arrived to stop your quar-

reling.” Quakers for hundreds of years have shown
humanitarian concern, a desire to help people in

trouble, with no reward expected. There is a long

history of unofficial conciliations. Particularly rele-

vant to these three studies were the feeding of child-

ren in Germany after World War I, activities in India,

and quiet promotion of political communications
such as Conferences for Diplomats, and the UN Cen-
ter. It appears the belligerents accepted Quaker
conciliators because Quakers had a reputation for

unselfish good works, and because Quakers had
helped the belligerent or his friends through food
or education.

2) What a conciliator does. He must listen, lis-

ten, listen. Often he can begin to be useful only
after a combatant has vented his hatred, fear, and
anger, his perceptions of the situation and the gross

injustice of the opposite side. The Quaker concilia-

tor can carry unofficial messages between the two
sides. He can help the belligerent get a more accur-

ate picture of the struggle by describing the other’s

view. This is especially helpful when a leader begins

to believe his own propaganda. The conciliator is

a non-critical, non-judgmental, knowledgeable,

harmless person with whom leaders can discuss

possibilities and priorities. Sometimes belligerents

will ask the Quaker for suggestions.

It is not enough for the conciliator to be impar-

tial. Rather he must show ‘balanced partiality.’

He must be for both sides equally. One conciliator

said further, “Rather than believe that one of the

participants is the aggressor and the other the vic-

tim, the (conciliator) should discipline himself to

concentrate his sympathies on all those who are

suffering as a result of the conflict.” Interesting

publicity is hard to prepare without seeming to

take sides so that the whole mission must be silent.

3) Choosing the particular quarrel to conciliate.

Many quarrels are called to Quakers’ attention, but

few are chosen. Some criteria include:

A) Concern. Intervention by Friends should

follow a concern by weighty Friends, or groups

of Friends.

B) Compatible Objectives. The true funda-

mental objectives of the combatants should be com-

patible. Assigning good priorities to what seem like

contradictory objectives may make them compati-

ble. Sometimes deadly quarrels start and more are

continued because leaders do not know how to

stop the battle without losing their own positions

of power. Often the perceptions of the motives and

objectives of the opposite side are wrong. Often

overlooked is the fact that the high costs of battle

make a warring victory more damaging than a peace-

ful defeat. In cases like these conciliation can some-

times reduce tensions and bring peace.

In cases where the objectives are well understood
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and truly incompatible, conciliation is not likely to

be successful. Quakers will stay out. Tragic as it

is, it appears that the battle must go on until attri-

tion, victory and defeat force a reordering of objec-

tives and priorities.

C) The combatants should be approximately

equal in power. If one side is more powerful than

the other, conciliation will merely entrench the

status quo. This would be unjust to the weaker side.

In these situations the AFSC is suggesting confronta-

tion rather than conciliation which raises questions

about its usefulness in future tense situations: will

embattled leaders feel safe discussing their problems

with a group which conciliates and confronts?

An almanac with a list of events in the world at

the same time as those being read about helped add

perspective to the story. Many people are named
who are well known to some Quakers but not to

other readers. Some short biographies would have

been helpful. The author was the AFSC Secretary

for International Affairs from 1963 to 1972. How-
ever, he never mentions his own contributions nor

does he say very much about the effects of the nego-

tiations on the conciliators who had to study to

know the facts better than the leaders in the battle.

They had to listen patiently to biased powerful men
who insisted on wrong actions, and yet build a pro-

gram acceptable to both sides. Their work had to

be unpublicized so their successes could not be iden-

tified and credited to them. Successful acts had to

be credited to the warring leaders who had, in some

cases, opposed them. These are severe psychologi-

cal burdens even for deeply spiritual men of great

experience and wisdom.

This book is recommended to all Friends. It is a

magnificent account of the way Friends have tradi-

tionally carried out their positive, constructive,

pacifist witness in times of war or potential war.

Mike includes significant facts, both spiritual and

temporal. It is a great contribution to the processes

of peacemaking as well as to Quaker methods.

Quaker Contemplation

Part H

Eleanor Foster, Santa Cruz Meeting

I recognize my own poorness. I wander much
alone by early nature, too readily assume self-

sufficiency, my soul is sometimes remote, my love

single and unaware of many. But the love of God
is a two-way path, and I am not left alone with a

requirement to love. Instead I have felt deeply

and humbly God’s love for me, and it moves me
beyond myself. The love of others for me, and the

love in the Meeting, can also be deeply received and

known as evidence of God’s love. My cup runneth

over. With this, humbly, grows a new tenderness

towards others, a new vision of the Kingdom of

God, now no longer just within, but among us.

This has significance for our Meetings for Business,

our Meetings for Worship. We are meant to be dif-

ferent members of one body. As our individual lives

must find an integration of our various inner selves

and needs before we can act wholly, so our corpor-

ate body will only be fully expressive and useful

when we find unity in our mutually complementary

natures: the structured and the free; the focused

and the diffuse in thinking, the active and the

reflective. And as our personal integrity will grow

only in clear awareness and acceptance of our con-

tradictions and then a yielding of them, so I believe

our Meeting’s unity can only grow in full apprecia-

tion and acceptance of our differences, with then,

finally, a surrender of our singular selves to become
in Christ a new body. We will find truth together

in a new way. The Kingdom of God is among us.

Our corporate worship merits conscious attention:

as private meditation must be cherished and our

lives cleared for it, so we must give care to the needs

of corporate worship. Conditions which interfere

with worship for some must be cared for by all of

us, as a body. Is it noise that is interfering with wor-

ship for some, is it an element of external dishar-

mony or ugliness, confusion, late-comers? As we
love and understand one another we know that we
differ in our sensitivities, in our responses to stimu-

lus. We will with communal love take care to make
our Meeting places simple, ordered, and still, our

Meeting customs disciplined, as we long for our lives

to be. This is not a small thing we turn our attention

to, it is a bit of business which love will make into a

sacrament. A quality of contemplation, of recog-

nizing the Kingdom of God among us, changes bus-

(Continued on page 34)
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(Contemplation: cont. from page 33)

iness related to the care of the Meeting into spiri-

tual significance, as it will bring harmony into our

scattered lives. We will learn to rely on one another,

and our worship, when it comes, will not be isolated,

but resilient with the strength and fullness of an em-

bracing God.

A Friend in our Meeting, Jerry Falek, wrote:

“And so it happened that the 40
spheres came together for a moment
in time, each bringing its own special light

and warmth. Suddenly, in the instant that they

came together, the light and warmth that was

given forth from them was greater than simply

their sum, for truly the Universal Light poured

through them. And in the next moment, as they

began to move off again on separate paths, each

was keenly aware that their light now shone with

an added brilliance and their warmth gave forth

an added radiance, for indeed each had sparked

the infinite in the other.

“It happened ... as if by coincidence.”

I am called to speak of a further miracle, a fur-

ther glimpse of the nature of the Kingdom of God,

and I do so uncertainly, tremblingly, not yet so

much from my personal experience as from intima-

tions of the divine. I want to speak of the power

of prayer — the Kingdom of God above, beyond

us. We limit our spiritual lives by the constructs of

our mind. Bertrand Russell wrote about our under-

standing of physics: “Physics is mathematical not

because we know so much about the physical world,

but because we know so little; it is only its mathe-

matical properties that we can discover.” When we
would consider the quality of the Kingdom of God
outside of us we find we have little minds, we can

only venture with faith.

Last month a notice appeared in our Meeting News-

letter: “Wanted: One or more persons with whom
I can meet on a regular basis for meditation, prayer,

and perhaps discussion of world peace concerns

including disarmament, world ecology, and the

human dilemna.”

I met with the writer of that ad. She and I, alone,

sat in the park on a misty morning and shared our

sense of powerlessness, our need to talk about our

care for events of the world with someone in a

religious context. She had the temerity to say she

needed to pray with another about it. Why is this

so hard to say to Friends? We prayed. Then sim-

ply, and laying aside sophistication and worldly

political cynicism, she said she felt the need to pray

for Jimmy Carter. And we did, silently. And, she

suggested, for Breshnev, who is, she noted, our bro-

ther, too. And we did, silently. By a miracle, sud-

denly, Carter and Breshnev were our brothers, and

the powers and concerns they dealt with were our

powers and concerns, and our love could reach even

to them. (Afterwards it seemed strange to me that

having been a part of the governmental system that

elected President Carter it had never occured to me
before to pray for him, nor to offer him at least

some modicum of support for that terrible position

we had put him in.) During that hour I left behind

my sense of separation and cynicism and powerless-

ness and became a part of the great wide-reaching

reality of this world, this time on earth. Someway,
with a power I cannot express, our spirits were lifted

to that transcending place from which all natural

law springs.

Equality of the spirit is present in such a moment.

I felt I could truly meet any soul on earth and

share in its destiny. It must have been with such

comprehension that the English Quaker servant girl

undertook the journey to the Sultan to speak to him

about the war. There is no care in the world outside

our compassion, in prayer.

I do not believe, nor do I want, that I should med-

dle with the natural laws: there may be time or

place for that but it is not my concern now. I can-

not foresee that I would ever know what change in

my known immediate reality would be good, inter-

ference seems to me too far reaching a thing. (Even

more the thought of interfering in someone else’s

life seems to me fearsome.) But I know in some

deeper way that in prayer I am rightfully a part of

the great mover in the world. I, my own weak and

insignificant self, add to the power of the light

available to us all.

To pray rightly — what humility and willingness

to die to our old selves that entails! The old self —

our limited vision, our will to impose old formulae,

to judge, the hurried wish to do good to ease our

own pain, that all must simply be allowed to be

swept on out, surrendered. Does that seem too hard?

The grace of God will help us. Rightful prayer begins

with a mighty hush. We must allow the miracle of

transformation to occur. The hush brings a clean-

sing — the old self truly swept away and all things

made new. “Thy will, not mine, be done.” I have

felt the difference, recognized my human self sim-
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ply talking, if for some reason I have prayed, not

from the void, but from some human-filled place.

We are forgiven that, I think. Perhaps even Jesus

prayed before he was ready, “Let this cup pass

from me.” But if we patiently wait, in spiritual

communion we become one body with Christ. Now
the Kingdom of God is above, within, among us, and

now we can pray, let Heaven and Earth be one.

Slowly I’m learning to pray, learning that the

most significant thing I can do for another is to pray

for him, her. Purely, with faith in his holiness, I

can pray for that person’s uniqueness and that per-

son’s power. Do we love someone, would we care

for another without burdening her or interfering

with her own rightful path? Pray for her, him. The

best thing I can do for the students with whom I

counsel during the school year is to enter my closet

privately and pray for them. The most helpful thing

we can do for our children is to pray for them. The

will of God lies in every heart and is each time

unique. Our Meetings need to be prayed for, long,

first with hush, and then with power.

I shall stop, and not try to define this. This power

is awe-inspiring, amazing, painful, joyful. As the

Kingdom of God is above, I know that someway
prayer attaches me to all the suffering of the world:

the terrorized in Nicaragua, the boat people, the

starving, the poor and dispirited in our own midst,

the potential victims of nuclear accident or crime.

Prayer will open my eyes to gentleness for all those

who suffer. It cannot be otherwise. If we would

enter the Kingdom of God we must take upon our-

selves the cross, but with it the love which will show

us what we must do.

“Our Father which art in Heaven, hallowed be thy

name. Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done on

earth as it is in Heaven.”

r- ..
, *T

Shannan Lee, Bidwell Creek, PYM, Chico
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Travel, Anyone?

Sally Rickerman

Friends General Conference

The compilers of Friends General Conference

Travelers ’ Directory are hoping that additional

Friends will list themselves as hosts for traveling

Quakers. In its second year (1979) of publication

365 Friends in 43 states, five foreign countries, and

five Canadian provinces have offered either provi-

sion for camping or house hospitality. This is a

threefold increase over the first edition.

Since the foremost purpose of the Directory is to

make readily accessible a method for visiting other

members of the Religious Society of Friends during

one’s travels, the more Friends are willing to share

themselves and their homes the better this purpose

is accomplished.

There are already a few listings in Pacific, North

Pacific, and Intermountain Yearly Meetings, but it

would be good to have more. It is also hoped that

as a follow-up from F.W.C.C. Meeting in Switzerland

the next directory will list hospitable Friends around

the world.

Quakers are such a small religious society that it

is important for us to gather all the strength we can

by and through intervisitation on an informal level.

In the early days this was one of the most fruitful

ways of helping Quakers become a strong and cohe-

sive society.

Friends may purchase the Travelers' Directory

for $4.00 plus $.75 postage from Friends General

Conference, 1520-B, Race St., Philadelphia,

PA 19102

Central Alaska Friends Build Meeting House

Niilo Koponen, Clerk

Central Alaska Friends Conference

Some twenty Alaskan Friends and their children

from Anchorage, Fairbanks, and the Matanuska

Valley came together on Labor Day weekend at

Wasilla for a Work-retreat, erecting the core of a

post-and-beam Meeting House of local timber for

the Yearly Meeting.
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Despite threatening weather forecasts, the wea-

ther was warm and sunny
;
the clear blue sky in

sharp contrast to the continuous rains during Yearly

Meeting last August led one Anchorage Friend to

remark, “It looks like we were meant to build it.”

Saturday night, tapes of John Yungblut’s lecture,

“The Mystical Way Forward,” provided thoughtful

spiritual sustenance and sparked discussion. Meet-

ing Sunday was held in the Meeting house, between

the tall posts wrestled into position the day before,

with the unfinished floor joists turned flat to serve

as simple benches.

Jim Hitchcock of Palmer was responsible for the

basic design and engineering and served as construc-

tion superintendent. “Mick” Monroe, clerk of

Anchorage Meeting, acted as site foreman, leading

by energy and example.

Friends discussed ideas for the 1980 Yearly Meet-

ing, including a possible young Friends Meeting. We
look forward eagerly to the planned Half-Yearly

Meetings to be held in Anchorage in November 1979

and in Fairbanks in March 1980.


